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CELEBRATING 150 YEARS
Liverpool framing business
celebrates landmark milestone

THE RISING
S TA R C O N T I N U E S
TO S H I N E
Read how Edward Waite continues
to take the art world by storm

CHASING THE

DREAM

How Rob Pepper refused to give up on
his dream to become a prolific artist

brought to you by

CHANGING SEASONS
Welcome to issue 22 of 4walls
magazine – your guide to the latest news,
views and expert advice to help boost your
framing business.
In this issue we speak to internationally
renowned artist Rob Pepper about
his current projects, his work within
the education system and how he rose
to success.
Our Ask the Experts panel is here
to help you solve your real-life framing
conundrums. Do keep sharing your
framing queries with us and we
will endeavour to feature them in
the magazine.
Mal’s Masterclass examines how to work
with textiles to show them at their best.
This is unfortunately Mal’s last issue, but
do keep an eye out for our new experts

who will be sharing their guidance and
recommendations in the coming issues.
4Walls stalwart Jared Davis is back,
with his advice on how to increase sales
without upselling.
We also have a fascinating piece on
Liverpool’s R Jackson and Sons, which
has survived two World Wars among
other challenges, to celebrate 150 years
of trading.
We hope you enjoy your read! As ever, we
love to hear your feedback so if you have
any comments or a story for 4Walls, do let
us know.

[ LIFE JOURNEY ]
by Rob Pepper

Pauline

Pauline Hutchinson, Editor
pauline.hutchinson@arqadia.co.uk
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Art in a Corner – a magnificent exhibition to
celebrate a truly unique piece of artwork – is
now in full swing with some of the biggest acts
in the music industry auctioning their own
works of art.
Boy George, Brian Wilson, The Libertines, Al Jardine, Jann
Haworth and more have used their creative talents to come up
with their own paintings, based on Images of a Woman; the only
known painting the Beatles created together.
The artists’ paintings are being exhibited throughout the UK,
with funds raised through auctions going to two charities –
Children and The Arts and National Foundation for
Youth Music.

S W I N G
The exhibitions will feature backstage images from
The Beatles time in Japan, and have been endorsed by
Sir Paul McCartney himself.
Images of a Woman was created by The Beatles while they
were touring in Japan.
To find out more about the project, and future events,
go to artinacorner.co.uk or follow @EazlUK on Twitter.
Both paintings created by Jann Haworth and Brian Wilson are
available as limited edition copies. Only 100 of Jann’s
pieces have been produced.
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E DWARD WA IT E ’ S

S TA R

Three years have now passed
since Edward Waite last
featured in 4Walls, and what a
three years it has been for the
talented artist.

section that showcases not only his
spectacular works but also a selection
of his books, styled clothes, brushes and
sauce bottles to help art lovers see the
very beginnings of his pieces.

Since working with Buckingham Fine Art,
he has transformed from a home-grown
prospect to a prolific contemporary
artist taking the art world by storm.
His vast portfolio now consists of an
array of mixed-media artworks, which
are Ed’s personal takes on the places he
visits. London, Paris and Dubai are just
some of the renowned locations which
have been reimagined and recreated in
Ed’s unique way, and have caught the
eye of many galleries up and down the
country. Not bad at all from Ed’s humble
beginnings of drawing cartoon characters
in his bedroom!
With a growing following and status,
Ed has begun to set up concessions in a
number of galleries where his work is
displayed and sold. Creating a branded

CO N T I N U E S TO

“It’s incredible, and I’m so privileged and
touched that so many people have taken
to my work the way they have,” said Ed
He continued: “I never dreamt that this
would be the case when I was a small
child growing up in Skegness, drawing
pictures of my favourite characters.
“The fact that galleries do feature my
work is such a compliment to me,
because those I negotiate with really have
to believe in what they’re selling. This is
a requirement I have when speaking with
galleries – some could say this is quite
particular, but I believe it’s important
they have an affection for the items they
have on sale.
“The cities and places I’ve been fortunate
enough to visit are stunning in their own
right, but I wanted to recreate them in a
different way and illustrate them in a way

R I S E

which hadn’t really been done yet.
“I came across this unique way of applying
paint by testing out different methods,
and found that it gave the art real
texture. My work is now recognisable for
its style, which is fantastic.”
It’s not just creating art which Ed is
focusing on these days, he is also hoping
to encourage new talent. He does this by
taking two workshops a year on the road,
visiting primary and secondary schools
throughout the country, where students
can work alongside Ed and benefit from
his experience and wisdom.
It is a project Ed has undertaken which is
very important to him.
“I love doing the workshops and speaking
to the children about a career in art
if they wish to learn about that, but
just seeing them pick up pencils and
paintbrushes and get creative is great.
“Whether they want to make a living out
of it is up to them, but it’s very touching
to see young people getting their artistic
juices flowing and enjoying expressing
themselves. That’s what it’s all about. I’d
love to do more of this kind of work and
maybe even discover the next big artist,”
explains Ed.
As well as a talented artist, Ed is a
walking example of how nurturing a God
given gift with education and training can
be of huge benefit.
Before receiving guidance from the
experts at Buckingham Fine Art, Ed
completed a Fine Art degree at Lincoln
University. It was soon after graduating
that his style changed, and he began
to create large canvas pieces. Having
worked in his parents’ framing shop, Ed
also already had a good understanding of
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the importance of frames to a piece, and
how the right style can really emphasise a
piece’s beauty and character.
It’s not just in the classroom where Ed
likes to interact with people. Because of
his desire to meet people, fellow artists
included, he frequently takes his art on
the road and now considers himself a
‘show’ artist.
These days he usually does around eight
shows a year, in major cities around the
country and most recently in London,
Brighton and Plymouth.
As well as the workshops, galleries,
creations and shows, Ed has more
exciting projects currently underway, in
a bid to make the Edward Waite brand
even more diversified.
One of these projects combines art with
technology, and gives people the chance
to be creative themselves. The Edward
Waite app, is incredibly innovative and
imaginative and allows people all over
the world to create their very own
masterpieces in the style of Ed, using his
signature sauce bottles.
Not only that, but users can select one
of Ed’s paintings and see how it would
look in their homes with the app’s virtual
wallpaper aspect. Perfect for those
wishing to purchase one of Ed’s pieces.
“I’m hoping the app will really engage
with people, there’s nothing worse than
an artist who is unapproachable. That’s
why I do the school talks, the shows and
now this app, it’s so important to be able
to be reached by consumers.
“I’ve always had an open door policy, and
this app is an extension of my openness.
It’s a very exciting project to be part of.”
Ed has also started to expand his artwork
onto clothing too. He is currently in

the process of launching a suit range, in
collaboration with tailor Andrew Musson.
Stemming from his love of London, the
idea sees Ed’s stunning city artworks
being printed on silk and used for the
waistcoat and jacket lining of the suit
– a concept he first tested on his own
wedding suit.
Ed said: “London is a beautiful place,
blessed with both old and new buildings.
The clothing line is not only just really
interesting, but I’m hoping it encourages
people to fall back in love with this
wonderful city.”
Despite all the new avenues Ed is
exploring, he has not forgotten what is
the root of it all and will be doing what

he does best later this year and exhibiting
his work in North London at Images in
Frames and Bawtry at Limited 2 Art,
in November.
It has been a swift rise to fame and
success for the artist, who is not yet
even 30, but he is potentially on his way
to becoming one of the most renowned
artists of his generation.
To check out Ed’s work, go to
www.edwardwaite.com or to find your
nearest gallery stocking Ed’s work go to
www.bucksfineart.co.uk.
The Edward Waite app is available on
both iPhone and Android.
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F R A M I N G B U S I N E S S C E L E B R AT E S
YEAR AN NIVE R S A RY

Having survived an ever
changing world, evolving
market trends and even two
world wars a picture framing
shop which has stood proudly
on the same Liverpool
street since it began trading
is celebrating a remarkable
milestone this year.

I N CR E D I B L E

R.Jackson & Sons has reached its 150th
anniversary and, incredibly, has remained
a family business for generation after
generation. Currently it is run by Phil
Brewer, who has been working in the
renowned store for more than 40 years.
Phil, who began his affiliation with the
business when he was 12 years old
working part time for his father, says he
is proud of his family’s legacy. He feels
privileged to be the latest in a long line of
relatives at the helm after his great, great
grandfather (Robert Jackson) first opened
the doors for trade all those years ago,
on Slater Street.
“I’m very proud to be following in
the same footsteps as my father and
grandfathers. It’s been a long and great
association with these four walls, and I
have some great memories which were
made here, and will always stay with me.

1 5 0

going strongly again now. Even though
I didn’t have immediate plans to take
over, I suppose I was always destined to,
and I’m happy life has worked out this
way.” he said.
The name R.Jackson & Sons is very
well known to those of Slater Street,
thanks to the business’ long and
illustrious history, and constant
overcoming of adversity.
After its establishment in 1866 progress
was good, before Robert’s son John
joined his father and the business became
known as R. Jackson & Son. Eight years
later his second son, Harry, became
part of the business, which was then
subsequently called R. Jackson & Sons.
The Victorian era was the golden age
for the framing business – it had a large
customer base, employed many, and was
a real market leader in the area.

“I had no concrete plans to carry on the
family business, but it worked out that
I did. I was 26 years old when I took on
the management of it, at which time the
customer base had been shrinking.

It continued to perform well, and in 1925
when the shop relocated from number
three to 18a, the transition was seamless
and the tills continued to roll... for
another 16 years.

“Luckily we’ve managed to steady
the ship and turn it around, and we are

It was May 1941, during the Blitz, when
disaster struck and its second home was
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destroyed in the horrific bombings which
claimed so much more than one building.
Despite having to start again the family
rebuilt at number 20, which remains its
home today.
Just as sure as the sun is to rise
tomorrow, the world evolves, and this is
no different for R.Jackson & Sons.
“Things have changed over the years, as
technology has come in and the world
moves on. We still do things which are
very detailed, but we are a much smaller
business now compared to the golden age
of the Victorian era.” explains Phil.

and mouldings for some genuine icons
from Augustus John to Stuart Sutcliffe
and his friend John Lennon. Sadly it
remains unclear, however, whether it will
reach another major milestone as Phil
could well be the last branch of his family
tree to run the much loved business.
At only 56, there is plenty of artwork
for him to frame yet, but it is uncertain
whether the next generation will follow
into the business.
“I will be forever proud of what we have
all built here, and have overcome, to
make it so far,” said Phil.

He continues: “We don’t make many
products by hand anymore. We still do
mouldings for individuals by hand, but not
mass produced ones.”

One thing is for certain though – its
legacy and history will last for many
generations, but in the meantime
business continues on.

“Despite this changing world, we are still
very traditional in our values and work
ethics. We have a small work force, of
only five, but we work very hard. I think
sticking to the same ethos which has
been established after all these years is a
major reason for our success.

For more information on the studio,
go to www.rjacksonandsons.co.uk

“I’m very proud to be part of its
history, as is each and every person
who works here.”
For the lows it has experienced,
R.Jackson & Sons has had a lot of highs
too, and even provided picture frames
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STUN NI N G POL A R B E AR PAI N T I N G
C L A I M S N AT I O N A L P R I Z E

Sue Payton has been using
animals as inspiration to create
her masterpieces for a number
of years now, but one
in particular has seen her gain
national recognition.
The painting perfectly captures
the moment a beautiful polar bear
majestically swims past her, and after
entering it into the National Exhibition of
Wildlife Art competition, Sue was thrilled
to discover it was judged to be the most
breathtaking in the Best Depiction of the
World of Water category.
It was taken at Yorkshire Wildlife Park
- the inspiration for the oil painting a 16
year-old polar bear called Victor.
Sue, of Shropshire, said: “This is the
second award I have won for my wildlife
artwork, the first was a competition run
by the Association of Animal Artists.
“I’m really chuffed to have won such
a prestigious award, it’s what you want
as an artist. I’ve only been painting
animals for around four years, so it’s
wonderful recognition.”
Sue’s process is to take a camera with
her and take lots of photos of a scene
which catches her eye, and after a
long review process of the photos, she
chooses which ones will provide the
inspiration for her painting.
“When I see an image I feel could
be turned into a painting, I will take
thousands of photos. With a series of
photos you can see everything that led up
to the final painting, and what happened
afterwards too. This is great for showing
the entire story.”
It’s not just a stunning piece of work,
there is a powerful and poignant message
behind the artwork too.
It is called Where Do I Stand?, which
is a question all polar bears in the wild
may be asking themselves in the not too
distant future, Sue says.

“Victor was swimming towards me
when I took the photo, but I wasn’t sure
where to stand for it as it came as a bit
of a surprise.
“I then realised that polar bears might
very well be without somewhere to stand
if their icy home continues to melt at the
rate it currently is. The name Where Do
I Stand? sums up their future quite well
I feel, as no one really knows what time
has in store for these great animals.
“I have been painting endangered animals
for a while, including tigers and snow
leopards, and the more I learn about
them the more I understand their plight.
Hopefully it has made other people think
of the problems they are all
facing too.”
The art sold within two days of being
exhibited, but Sue has far from put the
paintbrush down yet.
Among other projects, Sue also plans to
visit Victor again soon.
To see more of her work
visit www.suepayton.co.uk
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N O E L’ S I N N OVAT I V E F R A M E
THE MARKE T B Y STORM
Sometimes the best ideas
are the most simple and have
been in front of your eyes
for a long while before that
eureka moment makes itself
known. This is the case for one
Scotland based picture framer.
Noel Hill, managing director of We
Frame It, was in attendance at a trade
show featuring many tweed products
when the unique idea to produce tweed
picture frames came to him.
Although tweed has many uses and is
hugely popular around the country, it is
believed We Frame It is the first framer
to be approved to use Harris Tweed
for framing.
Noel said: “There was so much tweed
at the trade show, I knew I needed to
incorporate it into my framing projects.”
For six months Noel practised applying
the tweed on the mountboard. Once he
felt the new product was perfected,
We Frame It was approached by the
Tweed Authority, which ultimately gave
its approval.
Noel then moved forward with his
innovation, and soon introduced the
tweed product to the Scottish Trade Fair.

D E S I G N TA K I N G

The frames are now catching on, with a
number of shops stocking the design.
“As far as I know, I’m the first picture
framer to use tweed. Although, I’m
slightly surprised that no one has done
it before. Tweed is everywhere up here.
You can buy tweed patterned phone
cases, glass cases and anything you
can think of. It’s a very iconic pattern
in Scotland.
“I think that’s the benefit of using tweed.
When people see it they know that
it’s quality straight away. Tweed is so
traditional that it goes down a storm on
most products.
“The new tweed frames have been very
well received by our customers.
15 shops now stock the new frames, so it
seems to have gone well in that respect. I
have also sold to a number
of hotels.”
Although the lightbulb moment came to
him about a year ago, the process has
been far from easy.
Noel explains: “It was definitely a learning
curve when it came to understanding
how to correctly apply the tweed to the
mountboard. The trick is ensuring that
the tweed stays in tact entirely.

“At first, I was using block mounted
pictures on top of the picture. I wanted
a more modern look to the art. But this
wasn’t viable for this project, and the
practising continued.
“I knew it was going to be a bit difficult as
it’s not been done before, so there’s no
real reference.
“It’s also an expensive process, with
tweed starting at £40 per square
metre, so I needed to be careful about
the process.
“When I first started, I was making
up to four a day. I can now create up
to 15. I have the technique for it
perfected now.”
With the popularity of the new frame on
the block looking like it’s only going to
grow, Noel has new colours and designs
in the pipeline. The tweed revolution is
showing no signs of slowing.
For more information on the Inverness
store, go to we-frame-it.co.uk
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FOUR SEA S ONS
RAME SH GA L L E RY
BLOSSOM S
FROM SM A LL
BEGI N NINGS

a major face-lift to showcase unique
pieces of framed artworks, artifacts,
lighting and furniture. The sales personnel
in the gallery are skilled too, and just
as dedicated to helping customers
make educated decisions for their
interiors’ projects.

Four Seasons Ramesh Gallery
was founded in 1971 and,
from humble beginnings, it has
grown to become the largest
supplier of artworks, picture
frames, decorative lighting and
furniture to the hospitality
industry in the Middle East.

Because of such service, its loyal clientele
voted for the gallery to scoop awards
in Best for Lighting and Best for Art &
Objects Showroom in the region two
years in a row.

The gallery staff form a diverse team
who are all passionate about the arts, and
servicing the design community beyond
their expectations.
It operates from its 18,000 square feet
premises, which has recently undergone

Its owner and founder Ramesh Shukla is
well known in the art world, but not just
for his knowledge and appreciation for
frames. He is a renowned photographer
who travelled the globe working with
some of the most influential people in
the world.
He established the gallery’s framing
division more than 15 years ago, and
it has since grown to be the largest
picture framing facility in the Middle

East, because he knows the importance a
frame can have on a piece of artwork.
It also boasts an impressive collection
of more than 600 mouldings, and is
equipped with state of the art picture
framing equipment. The framing division
has a passionate team of people who are
expertly trained and frequently updated
on all current framing practices.
The frame shop offers all museums
across the region UV Glass, acid free
mountboards and skilled picture framing
services. Its goal is to offer museum
quality picture framing services to the
growing number of art collectors. As
its stature has grown it has partnered
with established decorative lighting
manufacturers such as Fine Art Lamps
and Corbett Lighting from Miami and
Los Angeles. This long-term partnership
has led to the gallery furnishing some of
the most unique hotels and homes in the
Middle East.
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Ramesh specialises as a royal
photographer and has spent a decade
developing a documentary of the Royal
family of United Arab Emirates.
This unique photographic collection,
dating back to the 1960s, was shot on
large and medium format cameras such
as Hasselblad, Mamiya and Rolleicord.
Thousands of historical images were
carefully archived by Ramesh’s wife,
Taru Shukla.
The dedication of Ramesh and Taru is
to be recognised as part of the UAE’s
culture in the Etihad Museum, which
will showcase these photographs. This
will be the first national museum of the
UAE. Ramesh’s photographs are also
sought after by more museums within the
country, owing to the intricate detail and
integrity they possess.
Ramesh has won many awards for his
exceptional photographic work, including
his most prestigious award, a gold plate

trophy, presented to him by the late H.H.
Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan (late
King of Abu Dhabi).
Because of his affiliation to the Royal
Family, Ramesh also had the good fortune
to photograph other notable dignitaries
such as Queen Elizabeth, Prince Charles,
Queen Rania, Indra Ghandi, Bill Clinton,
Jimmy Carter and Sheikh Mohamed Bin
Rashid Al Maktoum to name but a few.
Many of these encounters are featured in
historical books which he has published.
Ramesh is currently working on his latest
book - Life and Times of Sharjah - which
will be available this year.
For more information on Four Seasons
Ramesh Gallery visit www.fsrg.com
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HOW ANSWERING A CALLING LED ROB PEPPER
A LO N G T H E PAT H TO SU CC E SS
Today Rob Pepper is widely renowned for
his instantly relatable and stunning skyline
scenes, but his rise to success was anything
but conventional. Utilising both his artistic
talents and entrepreneurial skill he has walked
an extraordinary path to success, but it is one
which has allowed him to not only blossom as
an artist, but to also practise his second passion
– to teach.
As you read this Rob is working on large-scale skyline drawings
for hotels in Dubai and Shanghai, having recently seen his
influence in the Middle and Far East grow significantly.
It is a project he describes as both challenging and exciting, and
says that his panoramic artwork is becoming ever more popular
over there. The opportunity came after Rob had previously
produced a trademark piece for a major retail store in Hong
Kong – a long way from drawing trains along his parents’ house
hallway wall as an eight year-old!

“I like to think I can be quite eclectic and versatile with my
work, and I like to take on projects that are really unique, so I
jumped at the chance to do this.”
His work is clearly in high demand across the globe, but what’s
the secret? It seems to be relatability, as well as obvious beauty.
Rob has tapped into the idea that if many people can empathise
with a piece, then a connection is struck.
“From an early age I’ve always been travelling and drawing along
the way. When I see an image that inspires me, I recreate it as
soon as I can, and try to express my memories and how I felt at
that moment, through the piece.
“I try to make the panoramas as relatable as possible. These
are iconic places and sights that I’m recreating, such as the
Manhattan skyline, and because of that people recognise them
straight away. I want them to think ‘I’ve stood at that exact
same spot and seen that exact scene.’ I think that’s massively
important in people connecting to my work.
“I discovered the tools for the job at an early age too, which has
helped me perfect the style and the use of them. Using pen and
ink really suits skylines and scenes.
“I started as a painter, but while travelling around Australia I
soon started using pen and ink more regularly. I did not want my
pieces to be affected by an editing process, like paints can be, so
found pen and ink was the perfect solution. I wanted a piece to
always hold exactly what I had seen and recreated,” said Rob.

Rob said: “These are huge challenges, but they very much excite
me. Artwork, and in particular my panoramic style of art, is
growing over there rapidly and it’s a region I have a great love
for, from travelling through that part of the world many times.

Despite being a master of pen and ink, Rob’s flair first showed
itself through the use of crayons. Ever since an early age he has
been drawn to the artistic way of life. He says his first concrete
memory of creation came when he was eight years old.
His parents had allowed his brother to draw small pictures on
his bedroom wall, so Rob picked up his crayons and drew a
huge train all along the hallway wall. Not quite what they had
agreed to!
When he left secondary school, though, the calling had to be
met and a career as a lawyer which his father had hoped he
would fall into, was off the cards.
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Rob reflects: “I always had an artistic flair I think, from an early
age. After that became evident, I was encouraged to indulge my
passion and pursue a career in art.
“I think it’s just in you. Artists don’t have a choice but to be
artists, it’s a calling which has to be answered.
“I think it was when I left school that I realised this really was
the life for me. A lot of my friends began working part-time in
shops and restaurants, and some full-time in similar professions,
but I never wanted that life. A job like that just wasn’t for me.”
Although positive that he knew what he didn’t want to do,
the career map was far from planned out, so he turned to his
instincts to create, which led him to the marketplace.
After enrolling at Birmingham City University to study Fine
Art, having previously graduated from Exeter College, he
began creating many different types of artworks, furniture, and
sculptures out of the materials he could afford, and took to
selling them himself on his stall at Camden Market in London.
It was here, Rob says, that he learnt the reality of selling work an education that academic practices can’t always provide.
Rob says: “This was a great experience as it was here I learnt
the reality of selling to paying customers, what sells and what
doesn’t. It gave me good entrepreneurial skills when it came to
pricing my work, and ultimately, learning how to make money
from it. I cannot stress how important this knowledge, and reallife experience, is.
“As I came toward my mid-twenties my artwork started to
evolve, and I began to see my pictures on display at exhibitions,
which has carried on
through to what I do
today. This was an intense
experience, and quite a
steep learning curve, as the
reality of trying to sell your
art in this environment is a
tough one, but one that was
crucial to me.
“Now my style of work is
quite noticeable and quickly
attributed to me, which is
a massive compliment to
any artist.”

With such experience behind
Devon-born Rob, any aspiring
artist could benefit hugely
from his life experiences…
and they do.
For the last 10 years Rob
has been a tutor at The Art
Academy, in London. His
association with the not-for-profit organisation started when
he required a studio, which the Academy was offering through
newspaper advertisements in return for tutoring.
He now holds the position of Vice Principal at the Academy,
which puts an emphasis on students to practise as an artist
as well as learn the academic side of things, just as Rob
did himself.
“Our ethos is to try to prepare people as best as possible for
the reality of being an artist, and how to market themselves
across social media, and all the other platforms that we use in
today’s world.
“In this field if you’re selling work and paying the bills, then
you’re doing very well. Winning the Turner Prize isn’t the only
mark of success. The reality is that being an artist is a tough
gig to regularly make money from, and many unfortunately
struggle to do so. That’s why teaching the students professional
development is so important.
“I try to pass on as much advice as I can, from the experiences
that I had to jump into head-on. We feel this is what prepares
our students best for a life as an artist, which can be a tough
one at times but ultimately very rewarding,” said Rob.
It has been a rocky road at times for Rob, who chose to answer
his calling from a young age, but it is his unorthodox passage
into the profession which has built the foundations for a long
and successful career which will undoubtedly span many more
years yet.
To see more of Rob’s work go to www.robpepper.co.uk
For more information about the Art Academy
London, visit www.robpepper.
co.uk/art-academy
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A

TOUCH

OF

GOLD

Some time ago I was invited to give two textile seminars to the Norwich
Branch of the Embroiderer’s Guild. To ensure the seminars were pertinent
to the audience I intended that the main focus of the presentation would
be an item of work completed by one of its members and framed by
myself. I asked that the work should be three dimensional, free thinking and
perhaps, out of the ordinary. I was sent the item and told frame design and
materials would be my choice. The embroidery would
be framed at FATG’s Conservation Level.
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Mal Reynolds
GCF (APF) Adv

hoops, placing a sheet of tissue paper over the top of
the work, held in place by the hoops, and removing
only the section to be worked will keep the surface of
the fabric clean.
Of further note there is some puckering of material
close to the right hand leaves; puckering is common
especially with Jacobean crewel work and is a result
of differential pressure/tightness of stitches in that
particular area. The effect of this may be lessened by
the use of wadding placed under the work.
ASSESSMENT AND CONDITION
OF THE EMBROIDERY
The item is a beautiful piece of embroidery comprising;
long and short stitches, gold work and couched gold
thread. The leaves and petals of the flower are sewn
individually onto wire providing support and depth.
The base fabric is dupioni silk and calico, the calico
provides the foundation for the wires.
The dimensions are approx 100mm x 130mm x 30mm
and the work when embroidered was supported on
an embroidery hoop of approx 180mm diameter. The
outline of this can be plainly seen and has marked the
dupioni silk. Furthermore, the whole area is rather
dirty especially around this mark where the hoop has
been held by the embroiderer; also many ladies make
use of hand lotions and it is likely that residues of this
may well be impregnated the silk. The only way of
cleaning would be by a conservator dry cleaning the
work. To avoid such marks the embroidery should
be taken off the hoops regularly to allow the fabric to
relax. Also when supporting the embroidery on the

Finally, as far the framing is concerned; I would use
lacing as the method of support ensuring the threads
went through both the dupioni silk and calico; box
framing to provide the required depth and finally, a
circular triple mount would be used to hide the marks
of the embroidery hoop.

LACING AND SUPPORT
The support board was 2.2mm conservation quality
mountboard onto which quilters wadding was glued
using EvaCon-R adhesive. The wadding served several
purposes; to provide a cushion for the embroidery,
help disguise the puckering and finally, to absorb the
thickness of the support wires.
It was important when lacing to ensure both the silk
and calico were included and whilst I would normally
secure the fabric to the support board with ’T-Pins’
I decided it would be simpler and easier to use pegs
to hold the fabric in place; however, once content
that the positioning was correct I removed the pegs
and continued to lace without them. When lacing I
use crochet cotton and a tapestry needle; this type
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of needle is blunt ended so that when it is pushed
through a fabric it does not pierce the threads rather
moves them aside.
Lacing, whilst time consuming is widely used by fabric
framers as it gives one control over the tension of the
material being laced; often I hear this called stretching,
a term which I dislike because if the tension is too
taught one runs the risk of tearing the material.
My idea of the correct tension is that the item can be
slightly adjusted with the use of one’s thumbs and at
no time should the tension be such that any support
boards are bent. When calculating the dimensions

This filler will also prevent the aperture of the mount
lifting when secured in the final frame.
I decided to cut a triple circular mount with the bevel
and reveal of the middle mount painted gold thereby
connecting the mount with the gold aspects of the
embroidery. This is simply achieved by using an acrylic
based gold paint; had I just wanted to paint the bevel
I would have taped the appropriate cut diameter and
then cut the aperture through the tape, painted the
bevel then removed the tape. The diameter of the
bottom mount was calculated and cut such that it
covered the hoop mark on the base fabric, thereby
hiding the mark and the more dirty area where the
embroidery hoop had been placed.
The construction of the box came next and it is
important that when using Arqadia’s FrameBox series
to do this before the frame is made. The FrameBox
series comes in three different widths so it is easy
to construct a box to a required depth by combining
different widths. The relevant lengths of box frame
were mitred and joined, followed by gluing and

of the support board I usually add around 30mm, i.e.
assuming that the material is available, all around the
image size; in this case the support board dimensions
were 210 x 210mm.
Once complete the final borders were decided and
outside dimensions calculated. When framing fabrics,
once supported, the result is that there is a degree of
thickness to the supported embroidery and to ensure
the mount lies flat a filler is required of around 5mm.
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pinning the layers together until the correct depth is
achieved. When calculating the depth of box required
one has to remember to include the glazing, window
mount, backboard, the supported embroidery and
a gap between the embroidery and glazing. In this
case by using a combination of both 208400000
and 206400000 this would provide a FrameBox of
sufficient depth.

The glass and backboard were cut to size and once
satisfied the items were assembled. The box was
secured to the frame using Framers points and screws.
The final assembly was taped, cord positioned and
bumpers placed at the bottom two corners.

For further information on the
following please see:
Assembly of FrameBox is explained in more detail
in 4Walls Issue 12/16. Details regarding the use of
Spacers can be found in 4Walls Issue 12/16
M AT E R I A L S U S E D :
Once complete the width of the spacers was
calculated and mountboard, the same as used for
the mounts, was glued to 3mm foamboard and cut
to size using my Valiani CMC. Because the spacers
would show on the inside of the moulding sight edge
I decided to cut a window mount to be placed against
the glass to hide them.

Conservation whitecore
backing board: SSS008951
Evacon R adhesive: SUEVAR001
Framebox: 206400000 and 208400000
Moulding: 432201000

After many years of expert guidance and advice, this is Mal’s last Masterclass. We wish him the very best
for the future and thank him for his loyal and great service. But don’t worry, he will be back with words of
advice every now again. Look out for our new experts who will be sharing their know-how in the coming
editions of 4Walls.
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S A L E S S T R AT E G I E S –
INCREASING SALES WITHOUT SELLING
There is a favourite saying
among retailers that goes,
“There’s basically two ways
to increase sales in business
- either add volume or add
value.” You can add volume
by making more frames and
finding more customers - a
valid strategy most business
owners are aware of.
However, the often overlooked
alternative is to add value by exploring
ways to help you increase the value of
every sale. What is even better about
the strategy of adding value is that it
can help increase your sales without
you necessarily having to work harder,
or needing an extra customer to walk
through the door.
Pricing is a critical component of selling,
and many businesses rely heavily on their
point of sale (POS) software for managing

pricing and quoting. Many framers
are guilty of just letting it be when it
comes to managing this vital part. Being
craftsmen, framers can be inclined to
place more concern on making the next
frame than pricing it.
Pricing is the essential area of business
that dictates revenue, and it should be
treated with a little extra attention
and understanding.
Take a closer look at this part of your
selling process and see if you can identify
some areas that could be worth thinking
about—and perhaps may also break a few
rules along the way.
Mount Margins
Nothing enhances the overall sales
value of a custom frame more than the
dimensions generated by the width of the
mountboard. The wider the mountboard
margins, the greater the materials
calculated for the price of the frame.
Several years ago, mountboard corner

samples were provided at a default
width of 2¾ inches wide and, since then,
the standard has increased to a wider
4 inches.
These 4 inch samples enabled many
custom framers to effectively sell even
wider mounts breaking the longstanding
2¾ inches maximum margin barrier.
But, is your POS software also optimized
for selling higher value wider mount
margins? Many framers adopt a POS
package that comes with default values
already configured for them. So, what
should your preferred default value for a
mountboard margin be set to when you
start calculating a mountboard price on
your POS software? Some are only set
for a default of 2 inches. Increasing this
default width to a higher starting value
will naturally lead to an increase in your
initial price.
Remember, you can always come down.
But if you could sell more frames with
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even an extra half an inch margin, this
could accumulate to considerably higher
value sales for no extra work.
Hot Pink Mountboards
There seems to be an unwritten
rule that every colour of mountboard
should be the same price. But how many
times have you ordered a sheet of an
unpopular colour of mountboard for a
small job and thought, ‘When am I ever
going to sell the rest of that?’ ‘Who is
paying for the rest of that sheet?’
When you consider stock turnover,
how much does a sheet of hot pink
mountboard really cost you in inventory
and storage compared to a sheet of
white mountboard?
Given that the offcut of hot pink
mountboard will probably sit in your
racks for a lot longer than an offcut of
white, why not consider implementing
a higher mark-up on this product due
to its slow turnover? This is a common
principle implemented by many
mainstream retailers.The solution might
be as simple as creating a separate pricing
category in your POS software for
some of these unpopular colours, pricing
them at a higher margin to offset their
limited usability.
Alternatively, you could also individually
alter the mark-up on these products in
your POS software. However you look at
it, it can either cost you money or make
you money, but you do have a choice in
how you price it.
Premium Glazing
Most framers should understand the
potential benefit in being able to sell
premium glazing such as UV-filtering
or anti-reflective glass. The question is
though, which option do you offer your
customer first?
Keep in mind that when you start with
a higher-value premium option there
is at least a chance you can sell it - you
can always drop the price if required.

If you start with the bottom value, you
don’t have the same chance of increasing
the value without it being perceived as
upselling, especially if the client objects
to the price early on.The same could
also apply to mountboard. Do you start
with a single mount or a double mount?
Why not start with a triple mount and
work your way down if required? It’s
certainly harder to gradually step up in

value to a triple mount if you start your
consultation with no mount.
Popular Products
People happily pay more for things they
like. Many products sell well simply
because people like them, not necessarily
because of the price. Retailers discount
products that don’t sell well to move old
stock. However, you should also
be aware that retail businesses also
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increase prices on products because they
are popular.
Consider your frame samples for a
minute. Use your POS to generate a
report that can tell you your Top 20
best-selling mouldings. Identify these and
ask yourself, ‘Why are these popular?’
No doubt, there will likely be some price
sensitive mouldings that may be good
sellers, but there will likely be some
frames that appeal to current trends.
You could bump up the price of these
products slightly, knowing that customers
will still buy them because they like them.
Even if it is just a five percent mark-up, it
can all add up.
Consider if you applied this strategy
to your popular basic black mouldings.
These are generally a default option for
most consumers. But, if the prices for
your popular basic black mouldings were
higher, it would help make the step up
to a more appropriate decorator-styled
frame seem more affordable.
Learn how to individually manage the
mark-up of these products in your POS
software, and review this periodically,
as your Top 20 may change from time to
time. You could consider applying this
principle to other products you sell, such
as your giftware lines.
Smarter Buying Advantage
There is an old adage that says, “A penny
saved is a penny earned”. Although this
may not always be true. Some framers
are proud of their ability to be able to
shop around and source better pricing on
certain mouldings from different vendors,
but they don’t always benefit from this.
If you can save £1 per foot by buying a
moulding from a different vendor, when it
comes to pricing your next job with this
moulding code, who benefits from this
advantage: you or your customer?
Many framers unconsciously rely on their
POS software to automatically generate
pricing, using the default vendor prices

automatically uploaded by their POS
provider. But, in order to truly benefit
from any advantage from shopping
around, you also need to be able to
individually bump up the margin of your
better-selling moulding. This way you are
able to pocket the potential increase in
profit; otherwise, you may just be passing
this advantage straight to your customer.
Just because you can buy it for less
doesn't mean you should sell it for less.
Being able to offer a lower price on a
custom frame does not always mean that
you will sell more frames, either.
Busy Times
Apparently there’s another unwritten
rule that pricing for custom framing
should be the same price every day
of the year.
There isn’t much you buy that isn’t
affected by the law of supply and demand.
Whether it is a gallon of petrol or a
flight to Las Vegas, pricing can fluctuate
from time to time, based on demand.
Consumers have come to accept this.
When it comes to busy times for your
business, should your price for framing a
football jersey two days before Christmas
necessarily be the same in the middle
of April? There’s no rule that says you

cannot charge more for your service
at different times, especially when it is
in demand. So consider ways you can
increase your pricing during busy periods.
In line with this, consumers consciously
pay more for things like restaurants,
theatre tickets, and accommodation on
weekends than they do on weekdays.
Therefore, if your busy day of the week
is Saturday, there could be an
opportunity to charge a little more than
a typical weekday. It’s just a thought,
there’s no rule to say that you can’t.
Conclusion
At the end of the day, selling is about
making money, and this comes down to
price and value.
For custom framing, the highly variable
nature of the product doesn’t make it
easy to be price-shopped or compared
like commodities. Given the emotional
content of custom framing, price isn’t
generally the main driver for each sale.
So are you leaving money on the table
because you are not taking advantage
of your pricing? Dedicating some time
to learning how to manage your pricing
could prove to be a lucrative way to
increase your sales…without selling.
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NEW

PRO D UCT

L AUN C H E S

Inevitably we soon say goodbye to the summer months as winter comes,
and just as regularly as the seasons change, the Arqadia product
development team has been working away to produce a new range of
mouldings. These exciting new collections are available to buy now.

VINTAGE - GIVING A NEW LEASE OF LIFE TO
A PAST TREND
This moulding has a deliberate aged look, but as with most
things vintage in today’s market it has been reinvented to
maintain its relevance.
The vibrant range brings a real sense of nostalgia to all
art, and is available in eight different colours.
Prices start at £3.99 per metre.

GRECIAN – ADDING ELEGANCE
This metallic range provides a perfect, foil finish to any piece
of artwork. Available in seven shimmering shades, the Grecian
profiles provide a deep rebate.
Prices start at £4.71 per metre.

FRESCO - AWASH WITH COLOUR
This fabulous range is available in six washed colours, all with a
cream sight edge, ensuring any artwork is magnificently brought
to life.
Fresco can be bought in the same profiles as our recently
launched Chantry range, and prices start at £4.99 per metre.

SIMPLICITY - EFFORTLESS FRAMING
Called Simplicity, it is exactly that. An easy to use, everyday
range which can always be relied upon for any framing need.
Although this is an uncomplicated moulding, it doesn’t take
away from the fact it provides a wonderful finish to any piece.
There are five flat profiles and seven foil finishes, all of which
are FSC certified.
Prices start at £1.41 per metre.

CLASSIQUE – A TIMELESS TOUCH
Available in five metallic colours - silver, white gold, champagne,
pale gold and warm gold – the Classique range offers a simple
yet versatile design that is perfect for any framer.
There are two profiles available and prices start at £2.61
per metre.
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ASK THE

EXPERTS
Hi, I have a snowboard for framing, the size is 61" long by 10" wide. It is curved
and the customer would like it framed curved side facing backwards against a
mirrored surface to reflect the image on the rear side.
Any suggestions would be gratefully received.
Many thanks, Denyce

LYN HALL ANSWERS:
Thank you for your interesting
question which
actually poses a few dilemmas:
(a) the size,
(b) the weight
(c) the mirrored background.

Lyn Hall GCF (APF) Adv.
International Framer/Trainer, Fringe
Arts Picture Framers

Originally I wondered if it would
be possible to put pegs onto the
back of the board which are then
fixed to the mirror but realised
that it was not a sensible solution.
Having rethought it through I

think the best bet it to use a very
deep frame and suspend the
board in a wire or nylon loop at
each end about 6" in from the
end, which is fixed into the inside
the top of the frame and do the
same into the bottom of the
frame so that the board is held in
two loops, one going up and one
going down. Because the board
is curved, you will probably need
to either make a custom frame,
or use two very deep frames
clamped together.
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BHUPEN KHAKHAR :
YO U C A N ' T P L E A S E A L L
TATE MODER N

W I L D L I F E P H OTO G R A P H E R
OF THE YEAR
NATIONAL M USEU M OF SCOTL AND

RUNNING UNTIL NOVEMBER 6
An extraordinarily absorbing exhibition dedicated to the
colourful and subtly complex paintings of the late Indian
artist Bhupen Khakhar.

RUNNING UNTIL FEBRUARY 19, 2017
Wildlife Photographer of the Year is the most prestigious
photography event of its kind, providing a global platform
that showcases the natural world’s most astonishing and
challenging sights for over 50 years.

Admission £2 – free for members

Admission: Free

SUNKEN CITIES: EGYPT'S
LOS T WO R L DS
B R ITISH M USEU M
RUNNING UNTIL NOVEMBER 27
This exhibition looks at the way the culture, religion and
politics of two great civilizations – Egypt and Greece –
merged in the cities of Thonis-Heracleion and Canopus.
Admission: £16.50 - free for members

M A I N O ’ S A D A R AT I O N S .
H E AV E N S O N E A RT H
THE NATIONAL GALLERY
RUNNING UNTIL JANUARY 29, 2017
The loan of two remarkable paintings from the Museo
Nacional del Prado in Madrid provides a rare opportunity
to present the work of the Spanish painter Fray Juan
Bautista Maino (1581-1649) – an artist of exceptional talent
whose name remains unfamiliar outside of Spain.
Admission: Free

NIGHT IN THE MUSEUM :
R YA N G A N D E R C U R AT E S T H E A R T S
COUNCIL COLLEC TION
B IR MINGHAM M USEU M AND ART GALLERY
RUNNING UNTIL FEBRUARY 12, 2017
Leading British artist, Ryan Gander, has selected works
from this world class national collection of modern and
contemporary British art, as part of the celebrations for
the Arts Council Collection’s 70th anniversary.
Admission: Free

SOCIE T Y OF WILDLIFE ARTISTS :
T H E N AT U R A L E Y E
MALL GALLER IES
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 26 UNTIL NOVEMBER 6
The Society of Wildlife Artists exhibition returns later this
month, at the London based gallery, with its 53rd event,
entitled The Natural Eye.
Admission: £3

MAL L G AL LER I ES , W H ICH I S ONCE AG AI N HOS TI NG AN AN N UAL
W I L D L I F E I N S P I R E D E X H I B I T I O N , I S O F F E R I N G 4 WA L L S R E A D E R S A
F A N TA S T I C D E A L O N E N T R Y .
The Society of Wildlife Artists exhibition returns later this
month, at the London based gallery, with its 53rd event, this
time titled The Natural Eye.
It won’t just be fabulous artwork to feast your eyes
upon on offer, but there will also be a number of talks,
demonstrations and events to take part in too.
Readers of this magazine can enter the exhibition for free

using the code words Arqadia or 4Walls at the gallery
desk – valid up to two people.
THE EVENT RUNS FROM WEDNESDAY OCTOBER
26 UNTIL SUNDAY NOVEMBER 6.
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT:
MALLGALLERIES.ORG.UK

From mouldings to mountboard, frames
to glass (and everything in-between).
Whatever you are looking for, Arqadia
gives you plenty of options.
Visit arqadia.co.uk to view our range.
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International sales:
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